FAMILY SHEET SALOMON PAPPENHEIMER
OF OBERDORF + ALDINGEN + CANNSTATT

compiled by Rolf Hofmann (HarburgProject@aol.com)    VERSION 02
based on Alan Guggenheim’s display on Pappenheimer family    (A)
plus information from Dr Joachim Hahn

SALOMON PAPPENHEIMER
settled in Aldingen, since 1852 in Cannstatt (near Stuttgart)
founder of cotton weaving mill "S.Pappenheimer & Son" with son Otto,
company went bankrupt in 1866, refounded by Otto Pappenheimer in 1874
as men's wear factory "Otto Pappenheimer & Cie"
born 14 (or 19 ?) Aug 1794 Oberdorf, died 24 Apr 1871 Cannstatt
buried in Hochberg - grave 199
parents = Oser Pappenheimer + first wife Treinle

married (1) 22 Jun 1817 in Aldingen

ZERLA (ZERLINE) WORMSER
born 20 Mar 1791 Aldingen, died 31 Mar 1833 Aldingen
buried in Hochberg - grave 156
parents = Samuel Isak Wormser + wife Elkele nee Simon
(Samuel Isak Wormser had changed name from "Guggenheim" to "Wormser")

married (2) 30 Jul 1833

SARA RESCHER
born 03 Jul (or Sep ?) 1805 Hochberg, died 24 Apr 1834 Aldingen
parents = Salomon Rescher + first wife Hindel nee Goetsch   (B)

married (3) 15 Dec 1834

MARGOT (MIRJAM) EINSTEIN
born 08 May 1806 Jebenhausen, died 07 Oct 1868 Cannstatt
buried in Hochberg - grave 77
parents = Abraham Einstein + wife Jentle nee Moses

CHILDREN (all born in Aldingen):

(01) SAMUEL   (C)  17 Nov 1812 - 07 Nov 1841 (died in York,USA)
peddler in York, Pennsylvania USA since 1840
(born Dreyla)

(02) THERESE  22 Jul 1819 - 10 Feb 1908 (died in Cincinnati)
married 18 May 1843 in Philadelphia USA
SAMUEL DREIFUSS from Aldingen
04 Aug 1815 - 22 Feb 1895 (died in Cincinnati
parents = Wolf Dreifuss + wife Lea nee Samuel
couple lived in Cincinnati, Ohio USA
(born Dreyla)

(03) ELKELE   (1st twin) 12 May 1821 - 16 Jan 1822

(03) ESTHER   (2nd twin) 12 May 1821 - 22 Aug 1822

(05) ISAAC    (1st twin)  05 Mar 1823 - 08 Mar 1823
(06) **LEOPOLD** (2nd twin)
(born Loew)
05 Mar 1823 - 22 Jun 1900 (died in Cincinnati)
emigrated to North America in 1843
married 3 Aug 1852 in Cincinnati, Ohio USA

**MARIE MACK** from Fuerth
31 Aug 1834 - 09 May 1891 (died in Cincinnati)

(06) **SIMON**
25 Jan 1825 - ? (died young ?)

(07) **KAROLINE**
30 Sep 1826 - 02 Oct 1908 (died in Cannstatt)
married 10 May 1849 in Aldingen

**MOSES LOEW ELSAS** from Aldingen
owner of a weaving factory
"Mechanische Buntweberei Elsa & CO"
since 1863 in Cannstatt
together with his brother Louis Elsas
originally founded in Aldingen
company existed until 1933 when "arianized"
14 Jul 1814 - 12 Mar 1877 (died in Cannstatt)
parents = Isaak Elsas +
2nd wife Roesle nee Liebmann
couple produced 4 children =

(a) **Lina Elsas**
09 Feb 1850 - 09 Dec 1936 (died in Stuttgart)
married 1860

**Simon Ulmann** from Freudenthal
11 Apr 1836 - 08 Mar 1904 (died in Stuttgart)
parents = Isaak Loeb Ulmann +
2nd wife Regina nee Loewenthal

(b) **Sofie Elsas**
06 Jul 1851 - 11 Mar 1904 (died in Cannstatt)
married 26 May 1872 in Stuttgart

**Albert Ulmann** from Freudenthal (born Abraham)
merchant in Cannstatt
09 Feb 1845 - 26 Jan 1922 (died in Munich)
parents = Isaak Loeb Ulmann +
2nd wife Regina nee Loewenthal

(c) **Isidor Elsas**
26 Dec 1852 - 12 May 1927 (died in Stuttgart)
married 8 Mar 1880 in Cannstatt

**Betty Uhlmann** from Fuerth
17 Jun 1861 - 08 Jun 1935 (died in Stuttgart)
parents = ?

(d) **Thekla Elsas**
15 May 1857 - 23 Apr 1927 (died in Cannstatt)
married 1 May 1877 in Cannstatt

**Eduard Aufhaeuser** from Ichenhausen
partner of weaving mill "Kahn & Aufhaeuser"
in Cannstatt
20 Nov 1846 - 06 May 1909 (died in Cannstatt)
parents = Israel Aufhaeuser + wife Fanny n Gutmann

(08) **OTTO**
(D)
(born Israel)
19 Sep 1828 - 14 Jan 1892 (died in Cannstatt)
cotton mill owner in Cannstatt until 1866
owner of men's wear factory 1874-1887
married 23 Apr 1857 in Stuttgart

**ANNA (HANNA) LEVI** from Freudenthal
21 Jan 1839 - 31 May 1901 (died in Cannstatt)
parents = Machul (Michael) Levi +
wife Genendel nee Kaufmann
couple produced 9 children =
(a) **Max** 06 May 1858 - 17 Jan 1865
(b) **Eugen Siegfried** 08 Jul 1860 - 21 Feb 1865
(c) **Oskar Josef** 19 Jan 1864 - 19 Jan 1865
(d) **Zerline** 04 Feb 1866 - 15 May 1955

married 15 Mar 1854

(E) **Solomon Falk** from Hochberg
15 Mar 1854 - 29 Nov 1913 (died in London)
director for Falk Stadelmann in London, England
parents = Falk Lazarus Falk +
1st wife Jacobine nee Simson Loew

(e) **Alise** 26 Jul 1867 - 21 Oct 1925
married 1887 **Max Emanuel** ca 1846 - after 1895
couple lived in Landau

(E) (f) **Albert** 21 Feb 1870 - 1945 (died in London)
worked for Falk Stadelmann in London, England
married **Lilli Feldenheimer**
couple lived in London

(g) **Siegfried (Salomo)** 26 Apr 1872 - 28 Apr 1879
(died in Cannstatt)

(h) **Martha** 11 Apr 1876 - 20 Sep 1963
married 1895 in London

(E) **Victor Falk** from Hochberg 18 Jan 1868 - 28 Dec 1929
secretary for Falk Stadelmann in London, England
parents = Falk Lazarus Falk +
3rd wife Fanny Fradel Aron

(i) **Clara** 27 Feb 1880 - 15 May 1880

(9) **FANNY**
30 Apr 1830 - 16 Apr 1831

(10) **JETTE**
19 Mar 1832 - 04 Jan 1892 (died in Stuttgart ?)
married 5 Sep 1853

**NN LEWINSON** from ? in Grand Duchy Baden

(11) **SARA**
13 May 1834 - ?
daughter of Sara nee Rescher (Salomon's 2nd wife)
Sara died right after her marriage on her way to North America when her ship sank

(12) **JOSEPH**
26 Sep 1835 - 02 Nov 1911 (died in Stuttgart)
lived in Cincinnati, but returned to Stuttgart
married **IDA KAUFMANN** from ?
24 Mar 1850 - 16 Aug 1898 (died in Stuttgart)

(13) **JACOB**
20 Mar 1837 - ?

(A) Alan Guggenheim's display on Pappenheimer family on the internet =
http://gw0.geneanet.org/index.php3?b=alanguggenheim&lang=fr&m=N&v=Pappenheimer

(B) Nicholas Rescher (a descendant of the Rescher family) has written a very
detailed family history = "Autobiography (Nicholas Rescher collected papers)"
with 342 pages, published by Ontos Verlag in Frankfurt/Main (Germany) in 2008
for the price of 79 Euro. Biography on Nicholas Rescher =
www.pitt.edu/~rescher

(C) Samuel Pappenheimer had emigrated to York, Pennsylvania USA around 1840
and just started to make money as a peddler, when he died unexpectedly. He was

(D) In 1861 Otto Pappenheimer offered a backyard building of his factory as Synagogue for the newly founded Cannstatt Jewish community. By 1875 a bigger Synagogue had to be built, as the Jewish Community had grown rapidly.

(E) Solomon Falk + stepbrother Victor Falk + Albert Pappenheimer were all involved in the oil pressure lamp business in England. Solomon Falk joined as managing director around 1880 "Falk Stadelmann & Company Ltd" in London, which then was a pioneer business in the history of lighting in the UK and Europe. Victor Falk was the company secretary. "Veritas" pressure lanterns were sold all over the United Kingdom. http://homepage.ntiworld.com/munai/veritas.htm